Dear Sir,

In response to your letter dated 2nd May 2012, I enclose a map detailing an area of the London Fields which I consider to be of great concern.

This area of the city includes 18 blocks of houses which are numbered 11 to 23. The area is planned to dispose of drilling waste.

Could I point out that any other area of the London Fields has a large number of underground points in place, 134 per BWP that are used to monitor the stability of the land in each area.

The area within the green boundary does not have any level monitoring points in place, many having been removed in the last few years.

I fear that this area cannot be judged to be stable and safe when no monitoring can be carried out efficiently.

I enclose an article from last night's local paper which is of interest to all who live in the area regarding gas storage.

Yours faithfully,
Major firm calls for answers over gas storage explosion fears

A TOP company has demanded answers over fears a controversial gas storage project could trigger "explosions" in Blackpool's holiday heartland.

United Utilities has raised worrying concerns over gas escaping into a nine-mile underground sewage tunnel which runs from South Shore to Fleetwood.
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It says Halle's plans for a massive gas storage facility in Over Wyre "potentially puts at risk both United Utilities' assets and properties/hotels in close proximity to the (sewage) tunnel and the coastline."
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